MORE MUSCLE MORE MONEY
HIGH PERFORMANCE DIAGNOSTICS SPECIALLY FORMULATED TO PUT YOU AT THE TOP OF YOUR GAME TO FIX MORE CARS FASTER.

Get new features and coverage, plus all those from previous releases when you upgrade to Bundle 13.4!

New 2013 Domestic and Asian Coverage including FIAT®, GM®, Infiniti®, Lexus®, Mazda®, Nissan®, Scion®, Subaru®, Suzuki® and Toyota®

Access to over 47,400 New Codes, Tests, Tips and Data for 1998–2013 model years, with the most extensive coverage outside the factory tool:
• Chrysler® 2000 and newer Non-CAN HVAC
• Ford® 2008 and newer 6.4L Tests and Turbo PIQs
• Ford 6.7L Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF) Tests
• Ford 2005 and newer Door Modules
• Honda® Active Control Mount
• Honda and Acura® Adaptive Cruise Control
• Honda 2006 and newer VIN Programming
• Hyundai® and Kia® Cylinder Power Balance
• Kia Passenger Airbag
• Suzuki Body Control Module (BCM)
• Subaru 2006 and newer Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)
• BRAND NEW FIAT 500 coverage for Engine, Transmission, ABS, Airbag, Body Control, Instrument, Electric Power Steering and more

• SureTrack™ is a unique source of expert knowledge, diagnostic experience, parts replacement records from successful repairs, wrapped in an interactive support community, and is free when you upgrade your platform to Bundle 13.4

• Snap-on Software Subscription keeps you turning more cars more quickly and accurately. Be ready for every vehicle that rolls into your bay with the most affordable program yet

The Bundle 13.4 upgrade also offers exclusive Fast-Track® Troubleshooter coverage* all the way back to 1980 with 36,500 new Tips and Timesavers, plus over 9,370 Guided Component Tests added including new top level information on platforms with component test capabilities (VERUS®, VERDICT®, MODIS® and Vantage PRO®). This includes a new theory and operations section on the tool with courses like:
• Enhanced Electronics where you can learn about series and parallel circuits
• An Ohms Law course that teaches how to use it in practical applications
• A Low Amp Probe course that includes diagnostic tips

Have just-in-time training at your fingers tips which leads to quicker, more accurate diagnosis

12.2

2011 Domestic and Asian Coverage including Ford, Lincoln, Honda, Acura, Hyundai, Kia and Mitsubishi

Access to over 50,400 New Codes, Tests, Tips and Data for 1998–2011 model years:
• GM 6.6L Turbo Tests
• Toyota Air Injection Test
• GM Theft Deterrent, Keyless Entry and Remote Function Actuation (RFA) Module

Get more coverage than ever:
Mazda ABS Function Tests; Lexus Air Suspension; Toyota VIN Writing; Toyota Immobilizer System; Toyota Engine Memory Reset; Toyota Door and Mirror Modules; Honda and Acura Occupant Detection

Brand new Suzuki Coverage for 2000–2011 including Engine, Transmission, Antilock Brakes (ABS) and Airbag

12.4

2012 Domestic and Asian Coverage including Acura, Chrysler, Ford, Honda, Hyundai, Kia and Mitsubishi®

Access to over 54,000 New Codes, Tests, Tips and Data for 1998–2012 model years, with the most extensive coverage outside the factory tool:
• Chrysler Engine Misfire Detection
• Chrysler Diesel Engine Tests – Cylinder Performance Test
• GM Diesel Engine Tests – Cylinder Balance Test and RPM Control Functions
• Ford 6.4L Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF) Manual Regeneration and Chrysler DPF Stationary De-Soot
• Nissan, Infiniti and Suzuki HVAC System
• Subaru Engine and Transmission

Fast-TrackTroubleshooter coverage* all the way back to 1980 with 39,400 new Tips and Timesavers, including:
• Enhanced tips and procedures prevent misdiagnoses and reduce returning vehicles; Drive Cycle Procedures, Test the Part and After Repair Procedures, just to name a few
• Fast-Track Tips are real common repair case studies illustrating step-by-step procedures to identify the problem quickly

Over 9,300 Component Test Meter (CTM) Tips* added with Bundle 13.2

13.2

2012 Domestic and Asian Coverage including GM, Infiniti, Lexus, Mazda, Nissan, Scion, Subaru, Suzuki and Toyota

Access to over 41,200 New Codes, Tests, Tips and Data for 1992–2012 model years:
• 2009 and newer Ford Cylinder Contribution Test
• GM HVAC Actuator and Door Recalibrations
• Hyundai and Kia Power Intelligent Control System
• Honda Civic and Acura Hybrid Brake

Suzuki TPMS Systems
• Ford Transit Connect Steering Angle Reset

New Jaguar® 2000–2011 coverage with optional European software

Fast-TrackTroubleshooter coverage* with 17,600 new Tips and Timesavers, including capability to leverage the powerful information in the 10 modes of Global OBD-II; Troubleshooter procedures that verify a repair is completed and fixed properly – a must to avoid vehicles coming back to the shop, and much more!

Over 3,900 Component Test Meter (CTM) Tips* added

* Asian and Domestic Fast-Track Troubleshooter available for VERUS PRO, VERUS Wireless, VERUS, VERDICT, MODIS and SOLUS® Families. Component Tests available on those products with Scope capabilities.